Opening Chorus (Act I)
Allegro risoluto
a. li. by deospiet
Jo tout it very mildly so we end up by an inch.
There is an act in which we cannot close our eyes and must keep our minds open.
sneaks up near spacy. Doe just call right, my deeo is quite A
acts in ways they sisters do, with kindly eye bent, fruit to tell, such
an u\-bi-\-tal rule of life, my child! Al.

rise, at all
rosing and be teaching him No need to jour. stay here to learn...
harf, down here, . . . Such truths as she is teaching him.
You do not trick me

hullo to the loo back up him
too severe! be should not drink at all. it clear
a capital rule of life, my dear A.H...
be do not think you too severe. He should not think at
30 31 32

a capital rule of life, my

all I think
being of radiance far in So the Sun in his spl. does noon: Be good comparison
fair - er the sheen of the silver moon - up -

the second comparison fair - or The
My love is my life, and a little needs he in his soul, and that, a little needs he, and it is rich.
Hey little Jan
and his heart is shaking

Come - what would you have me do? Tell me the truth distinctly.
Do

And thyself to son-der earth, with